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ARTIST: Len Horsey
TITLE: Git On Yer Horse An Ride, Yer Big Galoot
Outline of Unrealised Potential
The show will consist of a great big screen showing several hours of film. On the film will be a cast of as many
people as possible doing their secret, or not so secret impression, one after the other. I do a pretty bad James Stuart
myself, but if doesn’t have to be oral. It definitely should be visual and maybe with subtitles because some of us may
not know Dave from the Red Lion, apart from that no rules. No professional impressionists.
I believe 99% of people have that one special impression that they do when they’re pissed, happy, angry, feel
threatened, etc.
The trick is to provide the right environment to capture the honest impressionistic moment this can be achieved
with a little thought and coercion.
Obviously the participants in the film will depend on who takes the project on. I reckon 100 people minimum would
be good viewing.
Suggested Artists
See above
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